VIDEO TRANSCRIPT

GuidedPath vs FlexPath
0:05 Okay, so you decided to come to school here at Capella and you have two
options. They both offer great opportunities for you to be a successful learner through
different means of getting there. (Meghan Shepherd – Advisor)
0:15 With FlexPath, you’re creating the deadlines. You’re doing all the work at your
own pace. And Guided…you have to complete discussion postings by specific days
of the week. You have to have your responses done by specific days of the week.
You have assignments that you’re turning in that are due on a specific date…so its
more structured. (Maybeth Moses – Alumni) *Actual Capella learner who agreed to appear in
promotional materials for Capella.

0:32 Often times, learners need structure. So GuidedPath affords them the
opportunity; whereas FlexPath is for that learner who is really energetic and
motivated and determined and knows exactly what they want and know that they
can move forward very quickly and at their own pace and feel comfortable doing that.
(Diana Dayson – Faculty)
0:55 It’s really the GuidedPath or the FlexPath is really the format…the vehicle in
which you choose to get there. The skills that you’re acquiring, the competencies that
you’re polishing throughout the program, those are going to be the same. And you
know even when you graduate I mean the outcome is going to be the same. You’re
going to be, you know, a polished, competent individual in the field of study that
you’re moving towards. (Phil Molling – Enrollment Counselor)
1:15 And guess what? You don’t have to decide this on your own. We have enrollment
counselors. We have advising support here to help you and coach you through these
decisions; because we want you to be on the right path that’s going to makes sense.
And it just takes maybe a conversation to get there. (Meghan Shepherd – Advisor)
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